Wednesday Night Waltz
A Virtual Band Arrangement by Jay Buckey

Be sure to listen to the cool 'play along' MP3 of this song at:

www.jaybuckey.com

Key of D

Tradional

D          B dim         D          G

A7          D          A7          D          B dim

D          E7          A7

D          B dim         D

G          A7          D          G          Gm

D          B7          E7          A7          D          A7

For more great Bass arrangements with play along recordings, be sure to visit www.jaybuckey.com
There you will find a complete list of Book/CD packages for the beginner to more advanced player.
Matching volumes are also available for the Fiddle, Banjo, Dobro, Bass, Guitar and Mandolin.
This site is updated regularly so be sure to check back often!

www.jaybuckey.com